
WORKSHOP FOR THE ELDERS
Workshop for the Elders | Live the Dance and Live the Culture for age 50+

Ecole des Sables | Toubab Dialaw | Sénégal
From 6 to 17 December 2021

The Ecole des Sables invites you to discover Senegalese culture in the village of Toubab Dialaw, through movement,
music, rhythms, stories and poetry, the breezes of the Atlantic Ocean and the murmurs of the savannah.



LIVE THE DANCE AND LIVE THE CULTURE

École des Sables invites you to come to Toubab Dialaw, a small fishing village in Senegal, to
learn about dance and movement, a means of immediate and intense self-expression, which
allows you to find a natural well-being through an intimate union between body and mind.

In an ideal environment, supervised by competent and attentive people, all the conditions are
met to spend together moments rich in meaning, experience, cultural exchange and
discovery. It is above all a great opportunity to discover African dance directly at its source, to
feel the energy of one's body and that of the environment. It is also an opportunity to carry
out various activities and to share for some time the life and habits of the inhabitants of the
village of Toubab Dialaw.

The École des Sables is a unique place in Africa and in the world, a large training centre
considered as the "Mother House" of African Dance. Usually intended for the training of
young African dancers, this centre wishes to offer others the opportunity to discover Africa
through one of its major artistic expressions: Dance.

Age should not be a handicap, but rather an expression of wisdom, wealth of experience and
the will to continue to be active in this world. Working on the body is the best way to
maintain independence of movement and physical well-being. The positive repercussions are
known and considerable.

Such a stay leaves a deep impression on a person and helps him or her to live daily life with
his or her heart and body properly, regardless of age. Just as time is perceived in Africa in a
radically different way than in the West, the notion of age is conceived differently there. The
elders are respected, listened to; they play an essential role in society and remain active. In
Africa, the elders dance, so come and dance with them...
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THE ECOLE DES SABLES

The Ecole des Sables, International Centre for Traditional and Contemporary African Dance, is
at the same time a school for theoretical and practical teaching, a research laboratory and a
place for meetings and exchanges, conferences and artistic residencies.

The School was founded in 1998 by Germaine Acogny, the mother of contemporary African
dance, and her husband Helmut Vogt. Since then, the School has regularly organised
professional training courses bringing together dancers and choreographers from Africa, its
diaspora and the whole world. More than 700 dancers from 26 African countries have
benefited from a high level of technical training, given by internationally renowned African
and Western teachers.

The work space consists of two large dance rooms: one of 400m2 with a sand floor, called
"Aloopho"; the other of 280m2 with a professional dance floor, called "Henriette Room". In
addition, the Centre also has a conference room to ensure optimal reception. The School has
24 bungalows with a total capacity of 72 people, divided into three "villages". Meals are taken
in the Centre's restaurant, which can accommodate 70 people and is run by the women of
the village.
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GERMAINE ACOGNY

Germaine Acogny, a leading
figure in African dance,
choreographs, teaches and
directs the Ecole des Sables with
her husband Helmut Vogt. Her
specific technique of modern
African dance is recognised
worldwide. She has long
dreamed of bringing elders to
Toubab Dialaw, especially as she
has a very strong and intimate
relationship with the village
elders, heirs to a long tradition.
Germaine Acogny, grande
personnalité de la Danse
africaine, chorégraphie, enseigne
et dirige l’Ecole des Sables avec
son époux Helmut Vogt.

The proposed approach is based
on the discovery (or rediscovery)
of the body in a context where
nature holds a primordial place.
Whatever the level of the
participants, the lessons are
given in a single group, without
discrimination of competences,

each one evolving at his own rhythm and according to his capacities.

The effects of this bodywork are beneficial to people's overall tone, coordination, balance and
mood. Dance can be considered the ideal, if not one of the "healthiest" forms of physical
activity according to the World Health Organization's definition of health as "a state of
complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or
infirmity.
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CLAUDE MAGNE

Claude Magne
discovered dance
during a trip to
South America
where he met the
Amazonian Indians
with whom he was
initiated into the
ritual dances and
sacred practices of
trance and
ecstasy...

After this initiatory
journey, he
followed the
teachings of
several masters of
contemporary
dance, became a
dancer and then a
choreographer and

teacher for different audiences in several countries.

In questioning the living phenomenon and incarnation, he practices Zen meditation and
yoga, collaborates in transdisciplinary colloquiums and writes various books on dance and
meditation.

"For me, dance explores, in an immediate way, the primordial relationship of man with
Nature. It is the sensitive expression of the universal breath that runs through all beings.
Living the bodily dimension with sensitivity makes us joyful. We can taste the moment and
inscribe it in our existence. The perception of the body is changing and evolves with time; this
metamorphosis is the essence of the pleasure of dance. Like meditation, engaging the body
is a unifying experience that soothes and enlivens. An experience that awakens us and makes
us love life.
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ACCOMMODATION, CATERING, CARE, EQUIPMENT

Participants are accommodated in the Centre's 24 bungalows (equipped with mosquito nets
and fans), with 2 people per bungalow. Some bungalows are equipped with a bathroom and
individual toilet (reserved in priority for the elderly), the other bathrooms, well equipped and
built according to an original architecture, are located right next to the bungalows.
Meals are taken in the Centre's restaurant overlooking the lagoon and the ocean. They are
prepared by a team of cooks made up of women from the village, under rigorous hygienic
conditions. The cuisine is varied and healthy: rice, fish, meat, lots of local vegetables and fruit,
adapted to Western tastes and stomachs.
The Centre is equipped with a nurse's house where a doctor is present during the whole
course. Minor cases or those not necessarily requiring the intervention of a specialist can be
treated on the spot. Some cases requiring the opinion and consultation of a specialist can be
referred to Rufisque (the nearest town at 25 kilometres) or Dakar. The village of Toubab
Dialaw has a pharmacy and a professional masseuse. A WIFI connection is available.
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PROGRAMME

The body expression classes take place under the structure of a 400m2 dance hall called «
Kër Aloopho » (Aloopho's home), with a sand floor, and in a second room of 280 m2 (Studio
Henriette Bathily), equipped with a professional dance floor.

Other activities are planned to encourage meetings, exchanges and discussions. Thus,
through learning how to make local fruit juice with the school's cooks, storytelling evenings
and conferences, excursions into the bush, walks to the market, singing, walking in the
water... The aim is to discover the way of life in the village of Toubab Dialaw and to feel the
surrounding nature and let it lull you to sleep. Finally, it is about living these two weeks at the
rhythm of the Ecole des Sables, shared between music and movement, village and nature,
activities and calm.

The activities on offer are equally suitable for men and women, and it is possible to come as a
couple, with friends or family, even if they prefer not to follow the whole programme.
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PARTICIPATION FEES AND REGISTRATION

The price for the 2021 edition is 1,400 euros per person for the two weeks, and 1,000 for one
week.
It includes accommodation, full board, body expression classes and internal school activities.
International transport, transfer costs from Dakar airport to Toubab Dialaw and back (30
euros each way), external excursions and massage sessions are at the expense of the
participants.
It is therefore compulsory to have international travel insurance. The number of participants
is limited to 25.

Please complete the registration form and send it by 30 October 2021.

Ecole des Sables is aware of the current situation in the world and for this reason we are
giving a 50% discount to those who bring 4 other participants and the first 5 people to
sign up for the week-long plan will only pay 800 euros!
Don't waste time, register now!

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Visa
Please contact the Senegalese Consulate in your country or visit the website of your Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. We will provide you with a letter of invitation for your application if
necessary.

Climate
December is the dry season and the best of the year. Temperatures are around 25 degrees
and evenings can be cool.

Health insurance
You need medical insurance. Check that your insurance covers Senegal in case of
hospitalization or medical repatriation.

Covid-19
The health and safety of our students and staff is a top priority. We want our students, staff
and visitors to know that Ecole des Sables is a safe environment. For this reason we ask that
every participant in the course is vaccinated. In addition, it is mandatory to wear a mask or
other face protection indoors in the presence of others and in all public areas of the school.
Except, of course, during classes.
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Workshop for the Elders – 2018 Edition
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Workshop for the Elders – 2019 Edition

ÉCOLE DES SABLES
More information and registration | candidature@ecoledessable.org
Artistic Directors | Alesandra Seutin & Wesley Ruzibiza | alesandra.seutin@ecoledessables.org &
wesley.ruzibiza@ecoledessables.org
Administrative Director  | Paul Sagne | paul.sagne@ecoledessables.org

Village of Toubab Dialaw - SÉNÉGAL
Address | BP 22626 - 15523 - Dakar – SÉNÉGAL
Telephone | +221 33 836 23 88
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